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Introduction 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Underground Injection Control (UIC) program ensures that 

certain criteria are met before a permit is issued to inject fluids underground for storage or disposal (U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency, 2027).  The UIC program is designed to protect underground sources of 

drinking water (USDW).  Class II UIC wells are used to inject waste water from the oil and gas production 

process into the ground.  As part of approving a permit application for Class II wells, regulators have to 

ensure that nearby wells would not act as conduits for waste water to move somewhere other than the 

intended injection zone. Operators are required to provide the following through the permit application 

process: 

"Submit a topographic map, extending one mile beyond the property boundaries, showing 

the proposed injection well and the applicable ¼ mile radius area of review. The map should 

include all existing wells, that penetrate the injection zone, along with any surface bodies 

of water, springs, mines (surface and subsurface), quarries, and other pertinent surface 

features, including residences and roads, and faults, if known or suspected. Also submit a 

tabulation of information on these wells which will include the following: well name; 

surface location; date drilled; state permit #; operator name; total depth and operating 

status" (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2017). 
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Figure 1   UIC Class II Area of Review 

 

The EPA is primarily responsible for oversight of the UIC program; however, it has granted that responsibility 

to many states.  In either case, the regulator reviewing the UIC permit application must confirm that the 

operator has submitted an accurate list of wells in the Area of Review (AoR) (Figure 1).  This is important 

since this is the list that regulators and operators reference when ensuring that all wells in the AoR have the 

construction integrity necessary to withstand nearby injection activity.  Identifying wells in the AoR is more 

complicated than just finding all wells within a ¼ mile of the proposed injection well since the depth of the 

wells must be taken into consideration as well. 
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A spatial database can be utilized to help ensure that agency reviews of UIC permit applications are thorough 

and decrease the chance of mistakes which might lead to groundwater contamination.  It can also speed up 

the application review process so that operators do not have to wait as long to begin their injection projects. 

This paper will cover the design and implementation of a spatial database with queries that allow the user to 

supply the location of the proposed injection well via latitude and longitude.  The queries generate a list of 

the wells that penetrate the injection zone within a ¼ mile of that location, including the following 

information: well name, surface location, state permit number, operator name, total depth and operating 

status.  The user can export this information to a .csv file or a shapefile for further analysis.  The list and 

shapefile will help the regulatory agency answer the question:  Did the operator submit a complete and 

accurate list of wells as required by the AoR process? 

Methods 

 

Dataset 
The spatial database was designed to be used with data from the Michigan Department of Environmental 

Quality (MDEQ); however, with minor modifications it could be used with other states’ data.  A shapefile of 

all the oil and gas wells in the state of Michigan can be obtained through a secure FTP site that can be 

accessed through the MDEQ’s GeoWebFace website (Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, 2017).  

A username and password must be requested through the MDEQ to access the FTP site. 

Database Design 
The spatial database is designed to hold the data from the MDEQ shapefile in one table while data generated 

through user input is held in other tables.  The Conceptual Model (Figure 2) visualizes how the different 

entities are related to one another.  Well and proposed injector entities are point data, as indicated by the 

black dots on those entities.  An injection zone depth must be associated with a proposed injector as this 

number will be used in querying the database to see if a well should be included in the AoR.  The well entities 

may have many attributes imported from the MDEQ shapefile, but the ones required by the UIC application 

process are shown in the Conceptual Model.  In addition, the database will calculate the distance between a 

well and a proposed injector.  AoR entities have a 1-to-1 relationship with proposed injectors and a many-to-

many relationship with wells (i.e. One AoR can be related to multiple wells if multiple wells meet the AoR 

criteria.  Also, one well can be related to multiple AoR’s if it meets the AoR criteria for multiple nearby 

proposed injectors). 
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Figure 2   Conceptual Model 

The Logical Model (Figure 3) takes the entities and relationships from the Conceptual Model and breaks them 

down into the tables that will be implemented in the database.  A unique primary key is generated by the 

database for each record (automatically incrementing by one).  Foreign keys are used to relate records from 

one table to records in another table.  These are the primary key for the record stored in another table as 

part of a record in that table. 

The aorwelllink table links the aor and well tables so that each record in the aor table is a unique AoR and 

each record in the well table is a unique well.  The distance between a well included in the AoR and the 

proposed injector is stored in the aorwelllink table.  This is because each aor record is only related to one 
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proposedinjector record, but a well record can be related to multiple proposedinjector records, so it 

wouldn’t make sense to store this in the well table. 

When the MDEQ shapefile is imported into the database, a column with the geometry is automatically 

created.  In order for the system to be able to calculate distances in the chosen spatial reference (WGS 84), 

the points must have a geography.  So the well table has both a geom and a geog column while the points 

generated by user input of latitude and longitude (stored in the proposedinjector table) just have a geog. 

 

Figure 3  Logical Model 
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Database implementation 
The database is implemented in PostgreSQL, utilizing the PostGIS spatial extension of that database.  SQL is 

used to create the database, import the MDEQ shapefile, rename the table and some of the columns 

including the id column to wellkey as the primary key (Appendix A).  Constraints are added to the latitude and 

longitude columns (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4  Creating Database and well Table (Appendix A) 

The other tables are created with their columns, including primary keys, foreign keys, and constraints on 

latitude and longitude.  PostgreSQL automatically creates indexes on the primary key columns as well as the 

geom column in the well table.  Since the database will be using the geog columns in the well and 

proposedinjector tables, the SQL script creates a generalized search tree (GiST) index on those two columns 

(Figure 5). 
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Figure 5  Creating Remaining Tables and Indexes (Appendix A) 

Database manipulations 
At this point, the database is set up and is ready for the user to input the necessary values from the UIC 

permit application to return the AoR wells.  The SQL query (Appendix B) sets the necessary foreign keys to 

create the relationships between records in different tables.  It also populates the geog column in the 

recently created record in the proposedinjector table based on the user-provided latitude and longitude 

(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6  Creating Proposed Injector and AoR Records Based on User Input (Appendix B) 

Through a spatial query, the SQL (Appendix B) then finds the wells that are within a ¼ mile of the proposed 

injection well and penetrate the injection zone.  In the MDEQ data, tvd (total vertical depth) is the depth of 

the well.  This is the value needed to determine if the well penetrates the injection zone; however, in many 

cases this column is not populated.  Instead dtd (driller total depth) and elev_ref (elevation reference) are 

populated.  Driller total depth is the measurement from the bottom of the hole to the top of a specified 

elevation reference, sometimes the well derrick floor.  In this case, the total vertical depth can be calculated 

by taking the driller total depth minus the elevation reference number (Figure 1).  When the total vertical 

depth is available, the SQL uses this value.  Otherwise, it calculates this from the driller total depth and 

elevation reference numbers.  Once these calculations are done, the resulting wells’ primary keys are stored 

in aorwelllink as well as the AoR’s primary key.  The SQL also calculates the distance from the well to the 

proposed injector and stores the distance in feet (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7  Selecting AoR Wells and Storing Data to aorwelllink Table (Appendix B) 

After running the SQL in Figures 6 and 7, all of the data has been generated and stored from the four values 

that the user specified.  The remainder of the SQL in Appendix B is a query that returns the AoR wells with 

the data required by the UIC permit application (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8  Returning Data for AoR Wells (Appendix B) 

Now all that remains is exporting the AoR wells in a format that the user can use, either as a .csv file or a 

shapefile. 

Results 
 

Exporting Data 
As an example, let’s assume that the user has received a UIC permit application for an injection well with the 

coordinates (44.87398, -84.74016) and an injection zone depth of 1,100 feet.  After running the SQL in 

Appendix B, two wells are returned in the AoR.  The user then has two options for exporting the data for 

further analysis. 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) for PostgreSQL called pgAdmin can be used to export the data to a .csv file 

(Figure 9) and compared to the list of wells that the operator submitted with the UIC permit application. 
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Figure 9  Exporting the AoR Wells to a .csv File 

The data can also be exported to a shapefile, then viewed in a GIS.  This is done using the pgsql2shp utility in 

a PostgreSQL shell (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10  Exporting a Shapefile of AoR Wells (See Appendix B) 

In the example, four wells are within a ¼ mile of the proposed injection well (in yellow in Figure 11).  The 

generated shapefile only includes the two wells within that ¼ mile whose total vertical depth is more than 

1,100 feet (in red). 

 

Figure 11  Displaying Generated Shapefile in QGIS 

The user can then bring in other data layers such as satellite imagery and bodies of water to examine other 

features in the Area of Review. 

Time Savings 
Without the use of a spatial database, the user would have to double-check the operator’s AoR list manually.  

This would involve finding the proposed injector coordinates in a GIS, measuring a ¼ mile and examining each 

well in that radius for its total vertical depth.  Sometimes the user would need to calculate the total vertical 
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depth before comparing it to the injection zone depth.  This tedious work could take a long time and has 

many opportunities for error. 

With a spatial database already implemented, the user can complete the same task with the resulting .csv 

and shapefile in less than a minute. 

Discussion 

This paper has demonstrated how to implement a simple spatial database that takes a few user inputs and 

results in a list of AoR wells, both in .csv and shapefile format.  This time-saving tool has the following 

capabilities: 

 Stores all oil & gas well locations and attributes for a particular state (including latitude and 

longitude) 

 Finds all the wells within a 1/4 mile of a location 

 Accepts the value for the top of the injection zone (user inputted value) and compares that to the 

total vertical depth of the wells in the buffer. Then returns just those that are deeper than the top of 

the injection zone. 

 Returns required attributes of those wells, allowing for export to a .csv file 

 Creates a shapefile with the final well list (including non-spatial attributes) for further analysis in a 

GIS 

While this paper has demonstrated the benefits of utilizing a spatial database to assist regulators in reviewing 

UIC permit applications, the current implementation is a proof of concept only.  There are a number of areas 

where further analysis and development would add value. 

User Interface 
With detailed step-by-step instructions, non-technical users would be able to use this tool as is; however, for 

widespread adoption, a user interface should be developed to facilitate ease of use. 

Expanded Data Model 
Expanding the data model to include additional tables such as an operator table as well as additional data in 

the aor table would allow users to return at a later data and more easily access previous AoR’s. 

Directional and Horizontal Wells 
Advances in technology have made drilling of directional and horizontal wells (i.e. non-vertical wells) 

possible.  The current database implementation presented in this paper would only guarantee capture of 
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vertical wells in the Area of Review.  Horizontal and directional wells that should be included in the AoR 

might be excluded if their surface location was not within ¼ mile of the proposed injection well (Figure 12).  

As long as states are collecting directional data, the database could be expanded to store this information 

and the spatial queries adjusted to ensure that horizontal and directional wells are not missed. 

 

Figure 12   UIC Class II Area of Review with Horizontal Wells 

Equation vs. ¼ Mile 
Sometimes an operator is permitted to use an equation instead of a ¼ mile radius to determine the wells in 

the AoR (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2017).  Further analysis of such equations could be 

conducted to determine how this tool might be adapted to be used in those situations as well. 
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